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Today

● Metaphors for collaboration with AI
○ Agents
○ Tools
○ Mixed initiative

● Making implicit metaphors explicit
● If time, teardown of the tool we missed last week



What does it mean to collaborate with AI?



Two metaphors: agents and direct-manipulation tools

<- Agent 
(Ada, commercial app 
for checking 
symptoms)

Direct manipulation 
(Remove object from 
image, RunwayML) ->



Big ideas of direct manipulation

● Affordances
● Operations mapped to visual interactions
● Composable interactions

Affordances = “How things look should suggest 
how they work”

Visual interactions = what you do visually is 
what you get semantically (e.g. volume slider)

Composable interactions = if you drag a file to 
move to a different folder, dragging a folder 
should move all files “inside” the folder

Composition is through an algebra - this is 
defined



Corollaries of direct manipulation

● Affordances
● Operations mapped to visual interactions
● Composable interactions

Corollaries

1. Immediate feedback: you drag a map, it 
should move immediately

2. Reduced cognitive load: nothing to 
remember, everything is visible

3. User control: everything reacts to a user’s 
visual operations



Big ideas around Agents

● Initiative
● Memory
● Language interaction

Initiative = The system may start an action, not 
necessarily in response to user action

Memory = remember previous interactions, 
“commonsense” facts, knowledge about the 
world

Language interactions = ambiguous user intents 



Where are we?

What are some things this 
voice agent (HAL) is able to do 
that our AI assistants are not 
able to do today?

82001: A Space Odyssey

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r13I-TuDcWI


Debate at IUI’ 97: 

Direct manipulation        Software 
agents

Enhance users’ 
abilities to directly 
manipulate objects

Build machinery for 
sensing a user’s activity 
and taking automated 
actions

VS



Questions
• Could you give some examples of where direct 

manipulation is ideal?
• Could you give some examples for software agents?





Mixed Initiative Design
• Developing significant value-added automation
• Considering uncertainty about a user’s goals
• Considering the status of a user’s attention in the timing of services. 
• Inferring ideal action in light of costs, benefits, and uncertainties
• Employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties.
• Allowing efficient direct invocation and termination. 
• Minimizing the cost of poor guesses about action and timing. 
• Scoping precision of service to match uncertainty, variation in goals. 
• Providing mechanisms for efficient agent−user collaboration to refine results.
• Employing socially appropriate behaviors for agent−user interaction.
• Maintaining working memory of recent interactions. 
• Continuing to learn by observing. 



INITIALLY

DURING 
INTERACTION

WHEN WRONG

OVER TIME

Make clear 
how well the 
system can 
do what it 
can do.

2

Make clear 
what the 
system 
can do.

1

Time 
services 
based on 
context.

3

Show 
contextually 
relevant 
information.

4

Match 
relevant 
social 
norms.

5

Mitigate 
social 
biases.

6

Support 
efficient 
invocation.

7

Support 
efficient 
dismissal.

8

Support 
efficient 
correction.

9

Scope 
services 
when in 
doubt.

10

Make clear 
why the 
system did 
what it did.

11

Remember 
recent 
interactions.

12

Learn from 
user 
behavior.

13

Update and 
adapt 
cautiously.

14

Encourage 
granular 
feedback.

15

Provide 
global 
controls.

17

Notify users 
about 
changes.

1816

Convey the 
consequences 
of user 
actions.
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Guidelines for Human AI Interaction
Learn more: https://aka.ms/aiguidelines 
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What does it mean to collaborate with AI?



Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the suggestion 
in E?

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

Try your own 
prompts! 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

Change the 
prompt to make 
it a few-shot 
prompt!

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276

